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To study the effect of weak collisions on coiisionlcss wave dissipation in plasmas is very
important in connection with the radio-frequency (RF) plasma heating and current drive
in large tokamaks like JET, TFTR and so on. The theoretical analysis of the effect of
weak collisions on wave dissipation is presented in Ref.jlj whore the limits of tbe elec-
tron Landau damping are demonstrated for homogeneous plasmas. Usually the collisions
effect is not important if mean free pass of electrons is longer than the parallel wave-
length, which is the projection on magnetic field line, v^ <g fc||»'r<:> a n d this condition is
fulfilled in tokamak plasmas. In reality the electron Landau damping (and ion-cyclotron
damping) is strongly changed (see Ref.[2]) hi tokamak plasmas. Because of a poloidal in-
homogeneity of the tokamak magnetic field the parallel velocity of the untrapped particles
suffers the poloidal modulation and trapped particle effect appear. In this case the wave
dissipation is depended on harmonics of electron and ion bounce resonance frequency.
|j|ui « \j\\fr/RoVTe,i/(Ro<i) where | j | = 1,2.. and q is the tokamak safety parameter
To support bounce resonance dissipation phase correlation between wave and bouncing
particles should be fulfilled at list during some bounce periods of particles. The effect of
weak collisions may be destroy phase correlation when collision frequency is the order of
distance (=» u>j) between two bounce resonance frequencies which is much less than k^vrc

Here, using collision operator in Landau-Fokker-Planck form in the Vlasov equation,
we analyze the influence of the effect of weak electron-ion collisions on the electron bounce-
resonance dissipation of Alfven waves. This equation can be reduced to Airy equation
in the velocity space and the problem looks like boundary layer problem. For waves
with low phase velocity [ui <S k^VTe) we found thai the dissipation stays as collisionless
bounce-resonance dissipation if !/„ <S u>b/j2. In the opposite limit some calculations of
the imaginary part of dielectric tensor are also presented.

Also the ion-ion collisions effect is studied for ion bounce resonance dissipation of waves
when ion-cyclotron resonance zone appears in tokamak plasma cross section.
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